
site and I thought that I would share a couple of
them here.

Survival Tip #1: Trust no one! Learn to rely on
only one person – yourself. Be aware of the
vehicles around you and remember that if there
is a vehicle in sight then chances are that driver
is going to try and do something to kill you.
Whether it is to stop suddenly in front of you,
pull out from a side road in front of you, make
a left turn in front of you, change lanes in front
of you cutting in too close, tailgating you too
closely, or whatever. The scenarios are endless,
just know that you can’t let you guard down for
a minute.

Survival Tip #2: Be Defensive – Be Aggressive!
Combining defensive tactics and aggressive
riding will create a riding portfolio that will
weather any storm. The secret is knowing when
to use each of the tactics.

Defensive riding means being aware of your
space and maintaining that space by
positioning yourself in the surrounding traffic.
Aggressive riding is much less a way of riding
than an applied technique to be exercised only
occasionally. As motorcyclists, we must put
ourselves in view, and sometimes that means
using a bit of aggressive throttle to come up
even with a drivers window to keep yourself
visible. Simply put, sometimes slowing down is
extremely dangerous and some aggressive
acceleration or lane changing is called for.

Create your own traffic destiny. Always make
sure you have an escape route. The first time
you become lethargic about your riding will be
the time somebody parks a Suburban in your
lap at 60 miles per hour!

So, are you a good rider? We all can be if we
practice our riding and survival skills. Find an
empty parking lot and practice your braking
skills, practice your countersteering, practice
glances in your mirrors, practice your shoulder
checks, always use your turn signals and get
used to cancelling them.

Improving our knowledge and skills will
hopefully make us all good riders.


